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Figure 1: AudioTorch converts your mobile phone into a
virtual directional microphone to experience audio augmented
reality scenes.
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Abstract
Mobile audio augmented reality systems can be used in a
series of applications, e.g., as a navigational aid for
visually impaired or as audio guide in museums. The
implementation of such systems usually relies on head
orientation data, requiring additional hardware in form of
a digital compass in the headphones. As an alternative we
propose AudioTorch, a system that turns a smartphone
into a virtual directional microphone. This metaphor,
where users move the device to detect virtual sound
sources, allows quick orientation and easy discrimination
between proximate sources, even with simplified rendering
algorithms. We compare the navigation performance of
head orientation measurement to AudioTorch. A lab study
with 18 users showed the rate of correctly recognized
sources to be significantly higher with AudioTorch than
with head-tracking, while task completion times did not
differ significantly. The presence in the virtual
environment received similar ratings for both conditions.
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Introduction
Audio augmented reality systems overlay a physical space
with a virtual audio space that the users experience via
headphones. This audio space contains several virtual
sound sources which, through special filtering, are
perceived as emerging from the physical space. These
virtual sources can be part of a game [11], contain
information about certain assets [1, 2, 15], or be used as a
navigational aid that does not rely on the visual sense
[4, 6, 10, 13]. To create a realistic experience with sources
that appear to be fixed in the physical space independent
of the orientation of the listener’s head, this orientation
has to be measured. This requires a digital compass
mounted to the headphones or some other tracking
technology. This additional hardware has to be available,
powered, and connected to the device rendering the
spatial audio. While early implementations used external
hardware to render the audio [7, 14], current
implementations rely on smartphones for a personal and
decentralized rendering [2, 12, 13]. Since current
smartphones are equipped with an internal compass, all
necessary components are available in the user’s hand,
and by omitting the need for additional hardware, the
distribution of mobile audio augmented reality systems
(MAARS) is reduced to a simple download. We propose
to use the smartphone as a virtual directional microphone,
a metaphor that is not realistic but still results in an
engaging experience. We evaluated this metaphor and
compared it against the same rendering using head
orientation data in a navigation task. A study with 18
participants revealed that the number of correctly
detected sound sources is significantly higher with
AudioTorch while the task completion time does not differ
significantly. The perceived presence is rated similarly
high for both conditions.

Related Work
Different aspects of interaction with virtual audio spaces
have been analyzed over the last two decades, but most
projects concentrate on aspects of the implementation,
e.g., rendering quality or tracking latency.

Loomis [7] and Mariette [9] analyzed the paths and head
orientation of people walking towards virtual sound
sources. Results show that in the case of a large space,
users do an initial, large head turn to get an estimate of
the direction, followed by smaller movements to stay on
the path towards the source.

Heller et al. [3] conducted a navigation experiment
comparing head tracking to device tracking. Results
indicate that using device orientation does not
dramatically influence the navigation performance nor the
perceived presence. During the trials, participants were
not told which source of orientation was used.
Measurements show that the device was aligned to the
body most of the time, meaning that the participants did
not take advantage of the device’s mobility. By telling the
users which tracking is active, we want to encourage them
to move the device around to simplify navigation.

Marentakis et al. [8] evaluated pointing as an interaction
technique in virtual audio spaces. While walking,
participants experienced a sound coming from somewhere
around them and had to point to that source. Whenever
the heading of the pointing gesture was within a certain
angle from the actual position of the source, a feedback
sound was presented to facilitate the task. Results show
that this technique is feasible to interact with virtual
audio spaces, e.g., auditory menus where the items are
arranged spatially around the head [5]. While our
interaction is similar, we do not focus on targeting a
certain sound source, but to create an auditory image of
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the source positions for navigation. The work presented in
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Figure 2: We placed 24 virtual
sound sources, spaced by 15◦ in a
circle of 5 m diameter.
Participants had to start every
trial standing in the center,
facing source no. 1. They could
move freely within the inner
circle of 3 m diameter.

this paper fits in between systems focussing on realism on
the one hand [9, 14], and systems that do not integrate
heading information into the rendering [4, 15, 10].

Implementation
We measured the head position 34 times per second using
a Ubisense1 location tracking system with an accuracy of
5-10 cm. The head orientation was measured using an
HMC6343 tilt-compensated digital compass with an
update rate of 10 Hz, device orientation was measured
with the on-board chip of the iPhone 4S which has an
update rate of approximately 15 Hz. Both sensors have
similar characteristics and the heading information was
adjusted to be the same for both. This data was fed into
the spatial audio rendering algorithm integrated to the
OpenAL framework in iOS 5.1.1. It bases on the spherical
head model and includes the following filter factors:
interaural level difference, interaural time difference, head
filtering, and a frequency-dependent distance filtering. To
reduce the impact of front-backward confusion, we applied
a low-pass filter to the sources that were behind the user’s
head. The filter intensity was interpolated linearly from
0dB to 36dB for sources between 90◦ and 180◦ azimuth
angle. This algorithm, although less realistic than
high-end systems based on head-related transfer functions
(HRTF), is a good representative of spatial rendering
algorithms for mobile devices.

Evaluation
We placed 24 carton tubes of 150 cm height in a circle
with 5 m diameter and spaced by 15◦ (cf. Fig. 2). The
tubes were used as physical representations of the virtual
sound sources. The audio rendering algorithm used the
orientation either from the head or from the device.

1http://www.ubisense.net

Participants started every trial standing in the center of
the circle facing source no. 1 and were instructed to find
the source currently audible as quickly as possible. In a
real scenario, e.g., a museum or a public place, users
might not be able to get close to the sources. To account
for this factor, and to make sure that the experiment
reveals the impact of orientation measurement, we
restricted the movement to an inner circle of 3 m
diameter, which forced the participants to determine the
exact sound source from a distance of approximately 1 m.
We used an audio sample of a male voice reciting colors
at a fast pace, such that it can be considered a
continuous audio source.

We used a within-subjects design with a balanced order of
conditions and the order of active sound sources was
randomized using Latin squares. Every participant had to
navigate to all 24 sources in the head- and
device-measurement condition and had to complete a
10-trial training before each condition. We measured the
time between the users starting the trial by pressing the
start button on the smartphone until they confirmed
standing in front of the audible source by pressing a
second button. Participants had to name the source that
they assumed was playing. We recorded the paths the
users took to walk to the sources, along with the
orientation fed into the rendering algorithm. After each
condition, participants had to fill out a questionnaire
asking about their perceived presence in the virtual
environment [16]. Answers had to be reported on a
5-point Likert scale.

Results
We recruited 18 participants (5 female) to complete the
study. Their age ranged from 22 to 38 (M=28) and most
had a computer science background. The rate of correctly
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localized sources was higher in the device condition
(M=0.76, SD=0.21) than in the head condition (M=0.5,
SD=0.17). A pairwise student’s-t test showed this
difference to be significant (t(18)=-4.09, p=0.0003).
However, nearly all errors are only off by one source from
the correct result. If we consider a source to the left or to
the right of the actual source as correct, then we achieve
recognition rates of 98% for device tracking and 96% for
head tracking. The task completion time was nearly the
same in both conditions (Head : M=9.92, SD=4.01;
Device: M=10.11, SD=4.11). Plotting the paths taken
to the sources did not reveal substantial differences (cf.
Fig 3). The cumulative distance during head-tracking
trials (M=8.28 m, SD=3.28) was nearly identical to the
device-tracking trials (M=8.32 m, SD=2.63). An analysis
of variance showed the difference to be non-significant
(F (1)=0.0438, p=0.8342).
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Figure 3: The recorded paths of
participants localizing the audible
source. There is no substantial
difference between both
conditions (except for one outlier
in the device condition).

None of the ratings of the questionnaire showed to be
significantly different between the two conditions, which
indicates that the perceived presence is equal. The ability
to localize sounds nearly received the same overall rating
for head-(M=4.0, 95% CI=[3.7, 4.3]) and device-tracking
(M=4.1, CI=[3.6, 4.5]).

Not surprisingly, the interaction with the virtual
environment was perceived to be more natural using the
compass on the head (M=4.2, [3.7, 4.7]) than with device
tracking (M=3.9, [3.3, 4.5]), and also less distracting
(head: M=4.2, [3.5, 4.9]; device: M=4.0, [3.3, 4.5]).
Users felt very proficient in moving and interacting with
the virtual environment at the end of the experiment in
both conditions (head: M=4.3, [4.0, 4.6]; device: M=4.5,
[4.2, 4.8]) and they could concentrate very well on the
task rather than on the controls used to perform the task
(head: M=4.7, [4.4, 5.0]; device: M=4.2, [3.8, 4.7]).

During the experiments we observed that the orientation
was not necessarily used as principal cue to discriminate
between two possible sources. Instead, participants used
lateral movements and evaluated the changes in the audio
signal. Some participants reported the head-tracking
condition to be easier to adapt to, although their
recognition rate was lower than in the device-tracking
condition. As analyzed in [3], most of the participants
held the device and head aligned with their body in both
conditions.

Discussion
The recognition rate in the head tracking condition is
surprisingly low. In contrast to device-tracking, using head
orientation tries to reproduce an experience that we know
from everyday life. We assume that this makes us very
sensitive to anything unnatural, such as lag or error in the
tracking data. Using the device as virtual directional
microphone requires the users to develop some new
technique that possibly includes compensation for the
measurement error. The localization process is thus more
analytical than with head-tracking. Several users reported
that they stopped in front of a candidate source and then
checked if the audio representation fit to that source by
rotating the device or their arm. We also observed that
several participants used lateral movement instead of
rotation for this final check. Using optical tracking and
high-end rendering hardware would probably lead to
different results, however, these are not feasible for
MAARS used in everyday life. Since with our setup the
errors are mostly off by one source, placing the sources at
approximately 1.3 m would be sufficient to ensure a
correct recognition.

A technical difficulty we faced during the experiments was
the drift of the magnetometers. The reported heading can
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differ by as much as 15◦ from one day to the other. We
ensured that both sensors reported the same heading by
recalibrating them every day before the experiments.
However, this cannot be guaranteed for devices in the
wild. Some participants held the device slightly rotated in
front of their body, which results in the measurement
being off-axis from the users perspective. Both
observations support our recommendation of placing the
sources further apart from each other than in our
experiment.

Conclusion
From our experiment we can conclude that the
AudioTorch metaphor is a suitable replacement for head
tracking as it reduces the technical complexity of a mobile
audio augmented reality system without negatively
influencing the presence in the virtual environment nor the
source recognition rate. If the exact localization of the
audible source is of importance, the sources should be
placed farther away from each other than the 65 cm in
our experiment. Taking into account the inherent error in
orientation and location measurement with wireless
sensors, the distance should be more in the order of 1.3 m.

The AudioTorch metaphor is ideal for museums because it
allows to distribute a next generation audio guide as a
simple app. Indoor location tracking could be realized
using bluetooth beacons, while outdoor location tracking
can be realized using GPS. Another field is a navigation
aid for visually impaired. The device could either detect
certain assets through its camera or have pre-programmed
locations that are augmented with an audio-source. For
example, this would allow to easily differentiate between
ATMs and vending machines from a distance.

Future Work
Further evaluation should analyze how the inaccuracies of
GPS measurements influence the use of AudioTorch in
outdoor navigation. The distance two sources should have
from each other to be distinguished reliably is another
interesting question. Furthermore, the effect of physical
landmarks for the sound sources should be evaluated. In
our study, it was clear which objects were augmented with
a virtual sound source, however, in a real world
application, this might not be the case. Additionally,
without physical representation, the effect of tracking
inaccuracies is mitigated, as long as the impression
remains consistent.

This experiment was performed with the participants
holding a smartphone in their hand. While this is part of
the AudioTorch metaphor, further experiments could be
conducted without a device in the head-tracking condition
to see whether this has an influence on the recognition
rate.

Since the vertical resolution of spatial hearing and spatial
audio rendering is not as high as the lateral resolution, it
is mostly ignored in audio augmented reality. However,
with AudioTorch, searching for sound sources at different
heights is possible through simple volume changes, and
does not require individual HRTFs.

From an interaction perspective, it would be interesting to
analyze in depth when users do notice if the orientation
measurement comes from the device or the head.
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